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I value this collection for the Memoir of the Primates at —— 30 Guineas. and if to this were added or made available the documents and References alluded to in Red Ink, the very numerous references in my Anglian Life, and the XIV. of the MSS, and the MS in my possession for the history of the Country Armage (No. 21, 1st), and the considerable extent of my references in my calculations for the Testing of the Country Armage (No. 21, 1st) and the MSS, would enable me to make a complete collection without scarcely any expense and to present the whole to you after a few weeks.

J. Dalton

DA 905
D.R.
no. 48, v. 1a
Miss room.
General Authorities on Irish Secs not clasified herein

Ecclasiastical Reports of 1806-7 & of 1820 published in the Parliamentary Papers

"Papers concerning the Revenues of various Secs" in College MSS E4.22.
A Roll of Bishops' Land in Counties beginning with A and ending with L in the Auditor General's Office.
A Roll end of Bishops' Land containing an ancient abstract of land leased granted by the late Bishops in Vice To Office Custom House Account of several Dividends on Ireland and the Value of Livings" see Nicholson's Historical Lib. 79

State & Contents of the Records & Registers in the several Consistorial & Officers
The Return of 1824 as to the contents of church lands belonging to each See etc.
Parl. Papers 1824 U.XXI p. 2997 2 In the same Volume is the Return to Patronage
Ecclesiastical Register
Agency Return New Edition Vol. 7
Mr. Editor,—In accordance with what I considered best calculated to advance the cause of truth, I transmitted to the Archbishop of Armagh a copy of your paper of the 10th, containing my letter to Earl Grey on the re-valuation of the Primacy. I did so for the purpose of public inquiry, not private correspondence; seeking honest and dispassionate correction, not unprovoked vituperation. I have been favored with his Grace's letter in reply, and as it is the first official answer I received, I lose no time in submitting it to public opinion.

His Grace requests that I would withdraw his name "from the number of those who wish to patronise a work," on the Records, History, and Antiquities of Louth and Drogheda, which I propose to publish, when the number of subscribers indemnifies me against loss. I have faithfully obeyed his mandate, happily without much injury to my list, as although the Annals of the Primacy are intimately connected with that County, his Grace only honored me with his name for a single copy. I presumed, however, this was under an impression that, the Primates name was a sufficient honor, and I was then disposed to think so. The Archbishop is further pleased to express a sensitive apprehension, that my illustrations of the long neglected records of my country will not be conducted with "that accuracy and impartiality indispensable in historical research." This fulmination of ecclesiastical censure demands some reply, and shall have it.

I thank the Lord Primate of all Ireland, for instructing me how to write history, and in return, for I would not be his debtor, I will endeavour to teach his Grace the courtesy of letter-writing. In reply to his sensitive misgivings, I appeal to the Reviews and literary distinctions with which I have been honored, and it curiously occurs that candor and impartiality are most willingly and universally conceded to me.

I now take leave of the Lord Primate, and I sincerely hope that the gentlemanlike feeling in which I have hitherto rejoiced to meet, may never be again forgotten; that I may find argument not spleen in the communications with which I will then consider myself honored; and that in continuing such inquiries, as I conceive may be beneficial to the State, I shall, at the same time, be permitted to retain the good opinion of such liberal and enlightened individuals of all religious persuasions, as have hitherto cheered me with their valued friendship.—Mr. Editor, truly yours,

JOHN D'ALTON.

HIS GRACE'S LETTER.

"Mr. Editor,—I have received your letter of the 10th instant, and I am sorry to say that I am unable to comply with your request. The publication of the history of the Antiquities of the County of Louth is an undertaking which I do not think will be of great service to the public, and I should be inclined to think that it will not be of much benefit. I am, however, willing to consider the matter, and I shall be pleased to give you my opinion on the subject as soon as I have had an opportunity of examining the work."

"Armagh, Nov. 12, 1831.

SIR,—When I requested you to add my name to the list of subscribers, to your intended History of the Antiquities of the County of Louth, it was under the impression that the work would be conducted "without prejudice or asperity;" but from the spirit and tendency of your published letter to Lord Grey, on a subject connected with the Ecclesiastical History of Ireland, (inconclusive as your alleged facts appear to me in their bearings upon the point in question,) I cannot persuade myself that your inquiries will be prosecuted with that accuracy and impartiality indispensable in historical research. I have, therefore, to request that my name may be withdrawn from the number of those who wish to patronise your Work.—I am your obedient servant,

"John D'Alton, Esq.

JOHN G. ARMAUGH."
Armagh Diocese

Extent of the Province Lewis Top Diet Armagh 
Extent of the Diocese Lewis Top Diet Armagh See Col 5
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Our account of the early Arch Bishops

Consult College's Acta Sanctorum per Brix

with "Armagh" Sf. Trias Thamantga - Bren

nen's Ecc! History &
Of the See dem. P. Patrick Harris's Ware 3 to 33. Moore's Ireland VI. 203 v. Wills' Illust. Ir. VI. 184.


Note. In the time of St. Benignus Harris's Ware 34 Wills' Illust. Ir. VI. 199. Scrope's Armagh 9. 4. O'Flaherty's Cath. in Tris Thaum. Moore's Ireland VI. 227. Colgan (Tr. Th. 293) suggests that St. Secundine, nephew to St. Patrick by his sister, succeeded him as Pope Benignus, & that he died in A.D. 417.

A.D. 425

Note. In the time of Jarlath. Harris's Ware 35

Note of sum from Lania Eccl. Hist. VI. Wills' Illust. Ir. 107. Scrope's Armagh 90-1

McGeogheen, Plunket, Brandon, &c. holding between Jarlath & Cormac.

A.D. 482

See temp. Cormac. Harris's Ware 36

1497 | Lee Temp. Dubthalch 1. | Harris's Ware 36
     | Note of him from Lanigan v. 1. Stuart's Armagh 91-2

513 | Lee Temp. O'Call the First Harris's Ware 37
     | Note of him from Lanig. Eccel Hist vol. 1. (where he
     | name is Spott O'Call) on Apr. 0 Elaboram - Wills'
     | Ill. i. 108 Stuart's Armagh 92.

526 | Lee Temp. O'Call the Second Harris's Ware 37
     | Wills' Ill. i. 108

536 | Lee Temp. Dubthalch 2. | Harris's Ware 38
     | Note of him from Lanig. Eccel Hist v. ii.

546 | Lee Temp. David | Harris's W. 38
     | Note of him from Lanig. Eccel Hist v. ii
551 See temp. Redlund. Harris's Ware 38
Note of him from Lannig Ecel Hist VI

578 See temp. Redlund. Harris's Ware 38
Note of him from Lannig Ecel Hist VII, when
he is called 'Curlin.'

He died in 587 according to McCrogh.

588 See temp. Lochadha MacDermot H.W. 39
Note of him from Lannig Ecel Hist VII.

595 See temp. St. Senach H.W. 39 Primate
Uaithre (Oriundia gleba) makes this individual
the last of the third order of Holy Bishops
in Ireland or Bishops dignified by the
name of Saints, he having distingushed them
into Sanctiforous Sanctiores et Santotus.
Note of Remall from Lannig Eccl Hist VII

610 Sir John Mcleanus Harris's Ware 39
Note of him from Lannig Eccl Hist when he is called Mac Laure.

623 Sir Temp. D. Durnan Mac Ronan
Harris's Ware 39
Note of him from Lannig Eccl Hist VI 283
Stuart's Armagh 93
650 2a Inst An.

660 2a Eundasses

661 Sir Temp. D. Lyeure Harris's Ware 40
Note of him from Lannig Eccl Hist VII.

676 2a Inst A

686 Dr. Eundadann

688 Sir Temp. Alan Fielda HW 40
Note of him from Lannig Eccl Hist VIII
According to O'Flaherty, he sat but 15
Years, while he assigned 25 years to his successor
Fieldeney.
715 See temp. Guiney Harris's Ware 40

Note of two from Lavanis, Ecol. Hist. U. 3 x
Infor. Act 717

729 Eew. M
730 See temp. Longua. Harris's Ware 40
In his time (says Ware p. 241) the first
state representatives were made for the
support of the Priory by established
royal, a small yearly revenue through
out the kingdom

Note of two from Lavanis, Ecol Hist. U. 3
732 Eew. M + Infor. Act 737

750 See Lavanis P. Patravas E.W. 41

Note of two from Lavanis, Ecol Hist. U. 3 where
he is called Hela Petrus.
L. Lee Tomh & Fardachree, HW 41
Note of him from Ianiq. Ecol Hist V.3

1771 Lee the death of the Soldier Four M.
1768 Lee Tomh Fronedelach Harris's Ware 41
Note of him from Ianig. Ecol Hist V.3

1777 Lee Tien An
1798 Lee Tomh Indalestyg1st HW 42
Note of him from Ianiq. Ecol Hist V.3 Lee & Co.
Stuarts Armagh 95

1793 Lee Tien An.
1793 Lee Tomh Afflat HW 42
Longan (III 233-4) makes Arectac, the government of Indalestyg 1st.

1794 Lee Tomh Cudursus HW 42
Note of him from Ianiq. Ecol Hist V.3
807 See temp. Tempnam. Mac Gorma.

Harris's War 42

Note of him from Larnig. Excel Hist 83 (where he is called Forbach &c.) Vide 40. Stuart's Armagh 97

808 See temp. Mac Nua H W 48. It is recorded by the Primate that he refused an anciently established abuse under which his predecessors had exacted tribute from their cows in return to the Primate.

Note of him from Larnig. Excel. Hist 83

812 See temp. Blangers Mac Longoach. H W 43

Note of him from Larnig. Excel. Hist 83
822 Lee Temp. Artigines

Note of items from Lanius Eccl Hist U 3 - Stuart's Armagh 97 78

829 Lee Inn. Mx Dowm.
833 Lee Temp. Armag. Harrow's Ware 45 3d

Note of items from Lanius Eccl Hist 3rd

834 Lee Temp. Bannan

Eccl Hist U 3

According to other statements, he was taken by
the Devenis.

838 Lee Inn. M x Innis A

848 Lee Temp. Dermot O Roganach

Lanius. Eccl Hist U 3
According to some he was killed by the Danes in 874 when Cadmac succeeded, while Armagh died amongst his followers in 888.

Note of line from Lanius Excel Hist U.3-Moore
Irel. VII.185

McGeough assigns the period of his death to 892.
929. 2nd Aug, Joseph Harriss Wares 48
Lang. E. Hist. ii. 3. Inish An. 929. 2nd Aug. 48 Innoc. 19.55

E. Hist. i. 3.

937. 2nd Aug. Fionnach the Second HW
48 Lang. E. Hist. ii. 3.3

E. Hist. i. 3.4. Inish An. 953.

McGeoghe. interjures a Prelate Molmanny Me
Sanlan between this Muire Jack & Dubdala.
19th 21st.

E. Hist. iii. Colgan Trias Th. 297.
998 See Inis Fh. An.


49. See vde. Inis Fh. An. at 998.

1001 See Eam. M.

1001 See Temh. Moel. Mearry. HW 49


In his time Brian Borimming made his offer to the church of Armagagh see Annals of the Ecel. - Ecel T. Th. p. 299.

1021 See Temh. Anmegar. HW 49. Larnig. E. H.


Ecel. H U. 3. He is Ireland ii. 1067. 1080.

1050 He was fought between the Ecel of the Bishop of Derry in which see the MSS. Annals. The former gained the victory.
"And by the power of your enlightened men,"

1060 Sex Inis Druit. An ad ann.

1065 Sex temp. Cumasadach Harris's Wave 50
    Laniy E. His 1449. Sex Feas Dair 1075

1065 Sex temp. Malcolm HW 50 Laniy E
    His 1449

1074 Sex. Doonings Annals 29 published in 1849
    Botanical Tract in 1849

1092 Sex temp. Donald HW 51 Laniy E C.
    Hist 1449

1099 Pte. Donald with the help of his men
    created a battle between Donald McLaughlin,
    King of Ireland, Sevan & Muirchert O'Brien at
    the town of Ardichrinn Co. MS Annals.

1106 Sex temp. Helen HW 51 & C. Sex. Helen
    visited Munro of ross and received as a free gift one
    of every district of 100 villages 1 ox et 7 sheep
    of half an ounce of gold. He also made in
    this year a visit from the King ID.
    He gave a man of silver to Donald Mac George
Very full notices of Ulster will be found in
Lidig Excl Hist 8th Col. Th 399. See
also More's Ireland ii 341 - Wills' Ill. Lr. 181.
Stuart's Armagh 126 2

Bull in the celebration of his festival De Burg
Hib. Dom. 23.
1129 See Tomb Maurice Harris: Wex 54 Lr.
Excl Hist 1991. in Stuart's Armagh 129 2

1134 See Tomb Malachi O'Morgan: HW
54 Lr. and more fully Lidig Excl Hist 9 4
Wills' Ill. Lr. 182-3 Stuart's Armagh 131 in Four
Maden 1134 a n.

1136 See Eir M. 25 735-9
Bull in the celebration of his festival De
Burg. Hib. Dom. 22
In the time of this Prelate (1152) four Irish Bishops were sent to Rome. A suffragan Bishop was appointed to all the sees at a Synod held by Cardinal Orme, acting as Pope Legate. On this occasion it is by some supposed to have been first established in Ireland by Papal and authority. It – see at Portarlington D'Athor's Drogheda ad arm. Copy of all Bishops of Suffragans &c. consented upon separating Synod from Ireland.
1174. See temp. Connelius Harris. Warb. 61

1175. See temp. Gilbert O'farsan. HW 61

In the catalogue of MSS in Dr. O'Curran's library, 1786, it was noted that there were 193
references relating to this period.

See O'Curran relate Stuarts Armagh 157.

Thus it appears that official documents in Warb. are Saxon law as well as ecclesiastical.

In his time all Armagh was burnt with the exception of 2 nunneries. TV. Th. 310

1184. See temp. Macline O'Carroll. HW 61

Selecting from my MSS collections for illustration the history of Armagh I have given
for the history of Armagh I have given
that the following references are added, viz. Armagh.

Than Irishman dec. Hist 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.


Ireland. 4. 17. 174. 154. Stuarts Armagh.

p. 135-9, 140, 157, 163, 218, 233.
1185 Sir John Andre. Harris's Wave 61

Also note here Geoghe. Camden's Britannia
III 1612 - Stuart's Armagh 157 24

After the death of his father, 
1261 King John (by 
patent of 4 May 2d, 
1263 the 
Church of 
earned in the 
Denux) granted the Church of 
Armagh & the 
Archery of Ireland to 
Hun
Mary de Tyrellth in chief const. Bruny

mac Gallwad was declared Arch Bishop

by the Pope at which the King was

present I think on the 22 May 1202 he

sent his mandate letters to all the

Synagogues of the Province forbidding them

to acknowledge anyone as their Metarchs

to acknowledge anyone as their Metarchs

to acknowledge anyone as their Metarchs

to acknowledge anyone as their Metarchs

and with other commands Bryn’s Rep. Usup

and in 1203 anyone possessed of property of

240d. Anyone possessor of property of

300 marks of silver & 3 marks of gold

in 1203 the King’s power & a restitution

obtained. The lands to which the King’s

lord to the Sea which the King had

sold Harris’s Wave of

I have a copy of the mandate for Restitutions

1202-3 3 letters of the King against the Bishops of the Annals 36 EB

In 1204 the King directed his letters for an

aid from the Bishops of Armagh to cast

in the

Dunha Burned a college of Thomas O B B

A Armagh Annals BVM in Dub Sol. 203.

* I have a copy of this grant

† As also of this.
The Arch-Bishops and Bishops having for
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He had also in 1207 letter of protection from king John Bp. Lith Pat. 4 John in T.I.L.

1217 Let sum Luke Nattorville Harris writing to Stuarts Armagh 172-3

Not until 1220 had the restitution of the dem. proper. Bp. Lith Cl. 4 Henry 3 in T.I.L. Conformed in 1223, 127, 1223. I have a copy of these. 127

1221 This Prelate had a suit with Ralph de Mutton concerning the Manor of Brookston with its appurtenances. Bp. Lith Cl. in T.I. 5 Henry 3. I have notes of these.
The Archbishop in this year received land of Helemon belonging to the see & cumbly, called Botlet Clo. in T.I. 7 Henry 3. I have a copy of the mandate for writ of garnishee. Bishops died in 1227 & were buried at Drogheda. See Dalton's Drogheda V.1.

In 1227 Lee and Donat C. Federal Harris.

In the year 1227 a Royal order authenticated an exchange of the name from a certain site near Trim where the Archbishop was expected to reside for a Castle Rot in New York. In the first year of his episcopate, a Royal warrant was issued for a mandate to him for the collection of a fifteenth from the clergy according to the usual proportion of Bishops. In the same year Vindication of 1226 & 1228 was made in Drogheda on the subject of settling certain disputes in the County of Meath. H.W. 127, Dec. 1. 1227 Bull for instant of byr for 1227, 1228 The above 423 not having been paid, a fresh mandate was sent to enforce it. Byrres Vindication of 1226 & 1228 in the same year the king assigned the fruits of Arden to the Primate for a private debt due from the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Primate for a private debt due to the Prima
Clerical subsidies for the service of the state are frequently recorded as collected.

In the last year of David Bruna (1237) the Crown of Ireland received the Royal Mandate to determine according to custom and Law of Ireland certain controversies then existing between the Prince of the Bishop of Lougher and their respective tenants touching episcopal preserves & preeminence affecting their respective churches. Byrne's Vindication vii 482 — see also the Calendar of ancient Charters in the Tower of London, p. 432.

1257 De Burgo mentions a Robert Archer as in this year elected Archbishop of Armagh, a that he was a Dominican Friar: Eib 455-8.
1240 Sir John Albert of Colonne Harris's
Wore 165 de Smaits Armagh 1792

1241 Nov. By deed of the late Hugo de Lacy granted the manor of Nobber within his Palatinate at the lee of Armagh Plea Roll Birmingham Tower 29 Dec. 1
I have a copy of this grant to

1241 The above Primate Albert having resided at this time as an appeal to Rome the King signed a writ of peremptory禁止 him forbidding peremptory his proceeding thence under pain of the proceedings towards under pain of the proceedings Harris's securing his temporalities Harris's
Wore 160 I have a copy of it

In 1247 he had an indulgence which will be given in Wilk Conc. 1, p. 106
During the 13th century, Archbishop of Armagh, the 3 Deans, and the 3 Archbishops of Armagh, who were later elevated to the See of Armagh, were Clara Vaga, Abbot of Armagh, and *Hibernia*. The See of Armagh, however, is in the care of the *Hibernia*. The same authority *(p. 67)* suggests that this change took place in the time of Reuben of Armagh, successor of Albert.

Consult in respect to their As 152 sub merens.

1247: The *Cath. Reuben Harris's Ware 66*
*Dominican*.
Lawrie's *Top Dicht Armagh, see* 162.

Royal Mandate for a council directed to rules in
1263. *Cheney 26, Man Nib 21, Oct 74, 2, by *Faced add*：“

*Anno* 1626
1253. Mandate for the forbearance of such aezg.

1254. A Royal mandate issued prohibiting this rebate from being payable.

1255. Paper Bull of indult given for this.


1257. Another Bull of the nature Byn's

1258. Paper Bull for the temporalities of

1259. Roll Concerning the temporalities of

The See Calendar of ancient charters of

Inner London p. 144
1257 See temp. Abrahall OSullivann

Harwell (Welsh?)

Mr Bulle Bull to his election Byn Elad
admon against Boulle 22 Dec Ed. 1: 049
I found a copy of the instrument 89

1258 Bull concern the Templarks of
this See "Calendar of ancient charters
in Tower of London" p 412 - Anderson Bull
Byn Elad adm.

In my MS collection in the name of Sullivann I find
nothing which may be traced to the inquest that
play to this Prelate viz at Stuarts Armagh
175 Nicholas Historical Lib. 108 a e

1261 See temp. Patrick O'Scanlan Harris's
Wave 07-8. This Minute confirmed to the
Church of Alisternagh in the parish of
the Church of Kelberg, Stevin, Sonahum
Lanqiculum Santonagh Dafogarnam
Montocean Kemboll Kellare Glyn &
Rathmore MS TCD E 4 22 p 37-8

Note from Stuarts Armagh 175 de De Burg
Elib. Dom 439
In my notices for the name of Scudamore several references to De Burgh. Hcb. Dom. 59, 200-3 8/10 816 Stuart's Armagh 175-6, 348 Bellan Irish Architecture 113 - Harris's Ware 67, 271 - 9 which may apply to this individual.

1272 Sir John Nicholas Mac Noble
Harris's Ware 67. Stuart's Armagh 177-8

The See of Down had become vacant in 1285 when Prelate accord to Temporalitas, in derogation of the King's Overseer, for which he was punished in the King's Bench in Ireland I annulled 20 marks.

H. W. leg.

About this time Dermone癫ken is recognized on a Patent Roll of the Chancery as of the lands of the See of Down, and of the Church of Ardfert.

Three notes of the Patent 12.
Note of the purchases of lands in
Grenville and of advenures in South
for himself & his successor Harris's Wave
1297
1287 Letters of the event of death concerning in
June, written to them from the Prime
Bryn. Timm.
1286 Sir De Burshe Hib Dom 4162 who suggest
Raymond a Devonish and hence been an interm
Bryn Est. 942 any 7. 172 38 2 3
1290 Mr. St. Calve had a grant from the Queen
3 6 9
Patent Roll in Tower London 18 Edw I.
the following year the Prime issued a most
important Bull as to the exaction of this
extra buck Benefices

1291

1290 26 May 184 C exchequer drawn 4 95 123 5

1295 Arch Bishop Nicholae sent mss.
to an Irish Parliament Lynch's feudal Dig

2905 Arch Bishop Nicholae sent mss.
to an Irish Parliament Lynch's feudal Dig

1297 He had a recognition of his right to 20
Levies of land in Devonshire.
288 7 Edw 1138 immediately after which he
was raisd to 240 D afterwards in that he was even
enlighted by Nicholas de Robbie de Hollowell Id.
1791 This Moot Befell was sued at Law for the Absence of the Church of Brown, the Manor of Deal, Hon de whole about the same time a Place Begun to eramud I between his Grace & the Bishop of Water for the Exclusion of them.

1791 Agreement from Dr. Bof Armagh 16xx 110

1303 The Parcel was Communicated by the Demon of Donald & Breen of that Grant confirmed by King Edward II. Ror Lie Pat 31 Edw I in Cane Hub.
I have full notes of this Confirmation 20

1305 Lie Lie, John Draffon Harris's War

My References for the Memoirs of the Draffon family conclude those to De Burg. Hub Don and 2 to Stewarts Armagh 178 which

Mary affably have

Raymond Draffon The Great General of His D. John D. was afterwards pressed at Henry Tudor 20th
the Bishop of Armagh 20d Pat. Pat. 14 Edw. 2nd in
Cane Hub
I have notes of this Patent

Copy Brym Bad (oldBad) VIII p. 95
1306 The temp. Walter de Jyne Harris's Ward

In the first year of Hen. III. he had issued out a writ for Regiment from the King which was not heard on the Barons. This writ was not heard on the Writen by the King until certain clauses directing to the Crown which were contained in a writ from the Pope were provisionally filled. From the Pope were reduced in.

I have a copy of the Remoncenc[4]
as also of the Pope Bull for

The temporalities to said

Walter [3]

dominion were.

De Burgh, p. 454, 463-4.

473. Wace's Writers 320

1307 Bull for restoring the Temporalities. Rym. Ed. at Ann.

About 1308 this includes confirm a charter

to the Abbey of Buckham. MS Ed. 122, E. 41, 22 p. 41

His renunciation of clause offered to the King.

Rym. Ed. at Ann. 1307

1308 Hereafter the Bishop of Hereford

Rym. Ed. at Ann.

1309 See Scy.

1310 Another Bull in favor of the Prior of the Priory

'Calendar of Ancient Charters in Trinity College.'

p 58
1311 Walter Resignation of the Primacy Bynm Edad ad amm

1311 On the death of Primate Walter King Rolle I is
committed the custody of the Domain of Ashby &
Philip de Rodeney Clerk Bot Pat 3 2 4 Edw 2 in Case
Hib. I have notes of this Patent

1311 Lee dem United Kingdom Jose Harris's Ward 80.
De Burg Hib Dom 464

Mrs appointment of this Brenda
I have a copy of this document

In the Index to De Burg Hib Dom. will
be found reference to the name of Joyce
where many eligible see also Stewarts Armagh
179 de He was a Dominican De Burg 454
1314 & 1315 Royal letter to him 1545 Early Wills viii
p. 441
1318 The King made a grant of part of
Chancel which Nicholas Mace Molly
when Primate had no one without licence
Patent Roll 24 7 2 folio 11 folio 2 in Case Hib
I have a transcript of this Record

1320 The King's mandate in his favour
Byrn Edad ad amm
1321 Primate Jones resigned his see for the recommendation of Harris's Ware
p. 80

1322 See temp. Stephen Segur, Harris's Ware 81.

Particulars of the terms in which he had
termination of his temporalities. H. W. 81

1323 Restoration of Temporalities. Bynn's Exad ann.

1324 Royal letter directed to her Earl Writs
U. & P. 1. 3. 1411

Examine Stuart's Armagh 1811-5 a B. 79, in
regard to this Prelate

1328 Royal Declaration in his favor Bynn
Exad ad anm.
1334. Deed from David O Neavyth Harris's
Ward 81 Stuart's Armagh 185
1335. Mandate to seek Scotch Expedition Rym
Field and again.
1336. Pet confirmation to St Mary's Church
Dublin. Kings MSS V.1 382

Edw 3 n Tower London. It also a Patent
concerning the rents of the castle written in
Lee Dublin. Rot Pat 11 Edw 3 T.I. a liberty 72
Lee. In 1340. Rot Pat 23 Edw 3 T.I. Another
patent Roll prohibits a member amount of a
Royal mandate for aid for a Crusade
Rym Field and again.

1340. Record of Robert de Penellek Channel of Isle of
3 C 135 b.
1341. Genevaf of the Armata 36 E 1 75
1347 lease of the manor of Okehampton, in Devon, Rot. Pat. 30 Ely, 34, m. cap. 1347.

1347 grant of land in the same place, which belongs to John and Richard, Rot. Pat. 20 Edw. 3, in same cap.

Notes of the Prelate's will (Thurloe) the friend.

1347 the manor of Redcliffe with Ralph Harris, Rot. Pat. 87. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.

1347 Rol. Pat. 87, 2. 2. 2. 2.
1357. An excuse for not attending Parliament. Bynam's
Fred. ad ann.

1357. Grant to the English. Patent 30 Eliz. 3
se n
2 4

In this year he sent some
of the priests of his See to study and to copy
of their books because they could not find a Bible to be sold there. Lewis's

Transl. of the Bible. p. 69

1358. Randle's wife was carried into Ireland,
by Stephen Bishop of Meath. An act sealed at
Nicholas's church at Dunstable. Pembroke and

1361. See toms. Milo Sweetman. Harris's

Wave 83
He was summoned to appear concerning a suit, made
year 1736 2. I have made of this

Bull for vindication of his family.

I have also a copy of this

Bull. commending them the zeal with which they

have also a copy of this.

My Notice notice for the pedigree of
Sweetman occurs. Stuart's Armagh 187. 9
Massey's St. Patrick's 122. doubtless miswritten.

Milo


1365. Manifestum granting the Primacy. Bynam

1366. Milo had a grant from the Crown

Patent 39 Eliz. 3 in Tower. Lord. He

also acquired certain churches to the Abbey

of Mucknow. MS. TCD E 422 p 41

Milo.
1372, 1374, 1377
Prinnoke Rike, Rike, Rike
A 3r. 1 year, Sunday.
For a
Feudal Dignities p 9 314, 321-324 Patent Rolls
in Canco Hic

1381 The 4th son of the Sherkardklick was
summoned to the Parliaments
as El. 1 Rie. 2 in Canco Hic 38C. 108 V. 2 Aug 16

1382 See Lamp. John Colton Harris's Ware
57 - Note from Williss. Cathedrals V. p. 126
Stuarts Armada 157
Stuart's Winters 3. 22. Smyth's
Offices of Ireland p. 9 Moore's Inf. VIII 20

Also may apply
1293. William de Newton Huyett afforded to the Seate.

1387. 31st. Sir Robert D. granted to the prelacy the word

1388. New Huyett. 2 grants of the word

1390. John the heir of John de Eyde, deced. Bot

1396. Nicholas, son of the word

1396. Nicholas, son of the word

1396. Prinnoke Colton had action on the 42

1396. The Prince of the word

1396. The Prince of the word

I have full notes of the Parliaments

1396. Die Brittoe was a prisoner after the expenses

1397. I have full notes of the Parliaments

1397. I have full notes of the Parliaments

1397. I have full notes of the Parliaments
1390 The King personally went to Westminster to the Church of St. Abegaisn and Rot Pat 13 Ric. 2, so came Ely.
1391 Buteo wrote a royal confirmation of Wym. the Archb. of York.
Marinae gravis Rot Pat 14 Ric. ii in.

Hib. Tower London, 35C 220.
1383 Mandate in her favor in Rym. Ed. ad

1393 The King committed to keep the custody of the Queen and Earl of the Temporality of
Lindisfarne and Dunstan.
Rot Pat 15 Ric. ii in Came Hib 35C 149.
I have notes of this present.

1397 made the Collector's Vest in this year peaceful.
1802 July 1850

1399 King Henry the 4th in this fourth year of his reign gave a confirming charter to the above Archbishop Rot Pat 1 Hen.
4 in Thirland 30 C 240.
1401 Mandate to herein. Ryan Fadadhun D'In the present quarter. — See.
1401 Demand, Charlerie TL, 243 b.
1401 The Primeau was appointed one of the Chancellors in General in this state. He has been in that capacity for many years.
1402 Richard More, being accepting of the seal of the crown, was presented to the Lord Chief Justice.

And in the last year of his Primary appointed by Henry the 17th to hold with others consorts of the Army and magistrates of Dublin in the absence of the Lord Deputy. In the name of the King Hot Pat 5 Henry 2 in care Elb. d. No 73.

I have notes of this Commission.

Grain of the custody of the Temporalies of Armagh in whose death to Richard Lydgreve de Hot Pat 5 Henry 2 in care Elb.

I have notes of this Patent.

Recents a deputation to the King, to see the King's lean.

Bot Pat 9 in care Elb.

I have notes of the Receipt.

1403 The Lord Herbert appointed a subd of the Army to this effect of 500 Dublin p. 29.

1404 The King Nicholas de Armagh Elb.

Miss Ware 85.

In Nicholas mention, Registis drawn up by

The Order of this see as existent in his time,

completed by the successor Pastors, and other will

be found among the MSS in Malone's Library

and possibly also at Armagh.
1408 This Nicholas held mortgaged 200 acres
of the land to Robert of  
Thames for the purpose of the mortgagees.

Post Part 1 May 10 Henry 4 in Cane Hig.

I have notes of this Patent 129

1409 The a Son of the above, James  
Dartig, 

Walter Plantagenet Roger Gurney & Richard de  

Aon were appointed Governor of the place in

The 10 Son  

Post Part 10 Hen 4 in Cane Hig.

In the immense collection which I have for

illustrating the History & Antiquities of Ireland

the following references seem likely to apply

to Arch Bishop Nicholas Masari's St. Patrick's

124, 1447, 1510 Dr. Burg Hig. Dom Ind. Stuans

Armasie 19, 23, 27, 29, 33, 3, 393 Hammers Chron.

322 Marshborough's Chron. 19, 25, 6. Nicholas's

Hist Libby '55, 103, 117. — Many of these may be

Invoices rather relate to Dr. Patrick Fleming

R & Prunite of 1631
Copy an important writing from this Volume.

1417 Lee temp John Swagyn Harris's Wars 85
Stuart's Armagh 176-7

See of him Nichols Hist Lib 108
One of the services allowed to the Earl at 1421 appear
as a roll of go Hospital before settled in Parliament held at Dublin before
the go of August for the Royal ratification
I have care of these articles
28
1482 The Earl granted to D Swagyn liberty on
account of the property of his cathedral to unite
the church of Kilmore some circa value
at 20 marks & likewise to purchase advow-
s of churches the value of 50 according to
the Taxation for the year 9 for the Rot Pat
in Case EIB 20 Jan 10 Hen 6

I have made a full copy of this record
1421 He was confirmed under the Peace of 1421
of Henry 3rd. of 20 marks. He

1422 The Order of Armagh used a subsidy to the
Hanse. I have no 3 records would preserve.
I am sure he had several of years only that I would
secure the penalties of abandon those Rot Cl 1 Hen 6
in Case EIB.

1423 By now not relating that the castle
& bridge of Trim were held under the Arch-

The annual rent of £ 816 was paid that the

The death of Montrose Earl of Mar
they had came into the King's hands the
above Prelude had in Treasury orders for pay-
Meant of 1721 Beat while they or continued in
the town Bot Rob 26 Jan 73 Hen le Bot Cla 5
24 Hen le Bot Cla 10 Feb 6 Hen le 6.

Please fill notes of all these E

(1725)

Dr. Wayne was in this year appointed Governor of
the place in the County with concurrent authority
and other powers. Bot Pat 3 Hen le Eire Eib
1436 to Redley 35C 259

1727. He had a Treasury order for 140 in account of
Ninian St. Vice Tude Bot Cla 5 Hen le Eire Eib

Eib (Lr) D.IN
d Drogheda 1. 1677

1728. He obtained from the former attorney of Paris
due to him for the listed Queen's Bridge of
Owen Bot Cl. 5 Hen le Eire Eib

I have notes of the Order for payment

1729. 2nd of Nov. He was connected with the
Hull of Billy 8 Bot Cla 7 Hen le E

1730. Notes of the Account

1739. See Earl John Price Harris's Wave 86
Stuart's Armagh 1777

He was summoned to attend a council at Drogheda.
From him he had also Parliament and Summonses.
Agreement between the Advocate of the City of Armapia dated 5 July 1244.

I have a copy thereof.

A singular instance of the state of Ulster at this time is exhibited in the circumstance that Sir John Magrath, a gentleman, who was the Provost of the City of Armapia, and who was the不能读取的。
I have numerous illustrations of the name of Mey'er Mey' in my genealogical collection. The following may on inspection be found referable to Archibishop John Mason's St. Patrick's Feudal Dignities 1170, 345-9, 132,190. Lynch's Feudal Dignities Nicholson's Hist Lib 108. Stuart's Armagh 1929.

1150 This comes led by Act of Parliament 25 Hen. VI. 15 licence to purchase Lord's tenures and advowsons.

1153 This Peculie was assigned to Defendant Cecery of Ireland Bot Pat. 31 Hen. VI in Tower London. 293. b.

1454 Copy from Di'Alton's Drogheda Vol. 1. 17-8

Of his endowments to St. Peter's church in Drogheda City Harris' Ware 36.
1457 Lee sends John Bole Harris's Ware 86

Note from De Burgh, Hib Dom p.476, Stuart's Armagh 1799

1465 Parma's John's summons to Armagh's Parliament, "Prelate Armagh", 3 Flury, p. 69
1466 De Burgh, John's a Parma's Hambert de Ross alien de Rotmag, a Dominican, Hib Dom. 458, 476
1461 Commission to visit the Province of Armagh, 3d of June, to by Primatial visit dated
2d April 1461

I have a letter
I have also a letter of an Arch Bishop, part of Armagh, to the Arch Bishop, part of Galway, 1470

See tent John Bole Harris's Ware
by Stuart's Armagh 267

1473 A Commission issued for levy the charges of proceed in Parliament for the clergy of Armagh at the Parliament of New "Prelates of Armagh" (a current MS in Marsh Library), 3d page p. 17 de
1477 H. temp. Edmund Conesburgh
Harriss Warr 87
1477. Harris given to him Byn Eed. adunn.

The usual protest heard for restitution
by Byn Eed. &d 36d. 45
of his temperakers also a Royal
Convers given him certain privilec.
Letters

I have these of them Record. 99

Of Commission.

1478 This Prelate was of these A. P. 
mand I say Act of Parliament to perform
the duties of Provisional Governor of the 
Land in the un医科 Domain of the 
East. Mason an Irish Parliament 1958

1478 Patent concerning Byn Byn Eed.

ad arm.
Of the resignation of Primate Coningsby
and the cause that induced it (p. 85)

Harris's War, 88

1480 1st term between de Belalie Harris's
    War, 88-9. Restates from his Registry an
    in Marsh's library, Gilders &c. &c. in book
    from the Bodleian, 1753, D.D. 1698
    £4.30 Consult Stuart's Armagh 200 a.

1488 Bull against him. Eynhird ad amm.

1495 1a. Act 10 Hen 7 E.xv.
1496 Present Between Past Licence of absence for 10 years Post 11 Hen. 7 in Bermude in Care. Hib. which was confirmed in 1590 Id. 17 Hen. 7

1500 From D'Altoun's Drogheda ii 180-1

1500 + 1689 De Reid's Presbyterian Church Ch 1. 1x 2

1513 See tenure John Hite Harris's Ware by extracts from his Registry are of tenant & user in Marsh's library Note also of his Prelate from Urbanis Gent Mag VIII 310

Consult Stuart's Armagh 214-5

1515 An Inquisition as to his Impress in the County & City of Dublin was taken in this year & is of Record in his Remembrancer's Office Dublin
B/E Dr. Kite had licence of absence to attend the King in England without the current penalties existing against sedition.

Leave a copy of this licence up.

See also at this year Byn Flad ad amn.

1578 Signed he/Dr. in Drogheda Clay Dittons
Drogheda 1st. 18.

A petition of the Diocase on his time is preserved in the College Ms. E 430.

1522 See temp. by Cromer Harrire's Wace
90. In the following year he also had a special petition & licence of absence.

\[\text{ sees \\ see } \]

1523 Patent renewing humi Byn Flad ad amn.

See of this Bulte Ireland's Ireland U 11427
1735-10, 201 Movius Ireland 2/15 S. G. Studys
Armagh 217, 4c Smyth + Off of Ireland P. 16
1528 Collin D'Alton's Drogheda i.18

1530 Another Inquisition was taken as of his
properties in the County of Dublin
and also is in the Office of the Chief
Remembrancer Dublin

1532 He was summoned to appear at
the celebrated hearing on the title
of the Cornmarket in Dublin in defence for his
manor of Enaghagh & Briskell Lynch's
Feudal Dignities p.108 — Patent af
Hyndes from Chancellor de Byn Ffod Adam
1533 His father was obliged to pay 1000 pounds for doing it.
1534 His Prelate was ordered to attend a fest
ing with "16 able archers or gunners armed" for the war. State Papers temp. Hen. VIII. 21st Dec. 215
The text on the page is handwritten and appears to contain a mix of dates, names, and possibly references to historical events or figures. Due to the handwriting style and quality of the image, it is challenging to transcribe accurately without the aid of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology. The page seems to discuss historical events or figures, potentially including dates and names, but the specific content requires more detailed analysis for a precise transcription.
1542 Oct Henry 8th by letter Pat from synod with grant to George Davittall a pension of £10 until he get a benefice of more value to pay the Priory of Armagh which the King then also granted to him as when it should accrue next vacant. Rot Cl. 33 Hen. 8 in can. Hib.

1543 See Temp. George Davittall, Harris, Wex

91 de Consecrated by Edward Bishop of Nemo

Congr d’Edin date. 1543 Mandate for enthronement 29 Nov. 1543

23d Indulge Rolls in Can. Hib 36 Hen. 8

22d Indulge in the corpse of Armagh see Cl. 51

We had a commision to deprive Michael

Bishops & others.

1545 The King presented Richard Nisic to Dunclough.

In my Davittall references I find Stewarts Armagh 217, 234, 5, 8, 9, 210, 1, 2, 25, 26, 621, 11, 67, 202, 207, 212, 21, 228, Masons St Patricks 135 which are likely to apply to Dr. George Wills’ Ill 112, 249, 281

Full restoration of my endeavours, with Sir James

Cutts in Mary Ailing Dublin &c. (in 1537)

See Reeds Presb Cl. 1, 413.

1552 See Temp. Hugh Goodacre

Bury Decemb 23 Oct. 1552 Writ of Restitution

2d Indulge Rolls to Edw &c

1554 Copy of Allen’s Drogheda i. 19.

1557 The Queen presented John Marmaduke to the Rest of Armagh, in this Diocese 5 in 1558 Marmaduke Clerk of the Church of Armagh = John Derbye to the Rest of Armagh. &c. Fewe White to the

Vic. of Armagh.
1562 Let Tank Adam Lefter Harms' Wine

Bought by Power Seal 3rd Oct 1561 Mandate for conserving 2 tunture 20 Jan 1562 Roll

My Lefter's Compliment in itself square that seem referable to the Primate of St. Patricks Armagh 247-8, 258, 262-4, 284, 318 Ireland's Ireland ii 234

Masons St. Bartholomew's 7, 14, 57, 241, 247, 250, 254, 257, 374, 403, 150, 165 see 1566 D'Alton's Arch Bishops of Dub

1556 He had licence to hold the Deanery of St. Patricks in Command save Roll 7 3/16

Came HIB
1567 Decem. Thomas Lancaster Harris
War 25 Stuart Armagh 262

Some after his accession the Queen, little at the Province of Ulster was aground 2 con,
formed by the memorials 11 Ed. II. Sess. 3. (1)

1571 A very important statute 13 Ed. II. (4)
enabled this bundle to make leases of
fee lacies beyond the English Pale in be-

and Deirdre was afterwards without the

consent of her Dean and Chapter. This

require, that most part of the temper

art needs, that most part of the temper

and projects of the Sea Cvey in Ulster

al homages of the Sea Cvey in Ulster

remote from civil inhabitants & through

waste and desert of Tygrem or Tygrem

sustains such losses for terms under

100 years to persons of English birth

20 years for every acre (Un pro-

gal measure) This became hence no

to extend to letting the Sea Horse rents
demands & it was also provided that

were to be void unless alteration or appeal
1573 Primate Lancaster had by policy
and a discharge of the first deports
Phil Bilbury Roll 15 Eliz in Cane Hb.
This discharge came late at Boughton 19
August 1573

1583 In Vacancy of the R. Sir John Forte having
particular instructions & discretionary powers to
fill the high place with the concurrence of the
Srury Council they desired cut. Heb. 1. 48.

In the following year he sat in Parliament.

Lynch's Feudal Dignities 327


Private Long died in 1589 when a session was about to be closed of his affairs for his Grace's benefit to the Crown. A document of no great extent, and shews after meeting that the Uncle had given evidence of the most estimable character, and that the estate was left in the best state. Some had been attached to discharging the rents of the property towards the 20th part of an estate, that said estate was thereon willed to the use of this person. The inventory of this person's estate is attached to the document. The whole of the estate is set forth in the schedule, and it is seen that the sum of the items amounts to £18. Lynch's Feudal Dignities 175-6.
1589 Lee, Capt. John Harvey Harris's
War to Come
Promised Money dated at Greenwich 20 Jan
1584 Rot 27 Edw. II.
See Stuart's Armagh 263 & Dalton's C. Dublin 736-7

1591 Queen Elizabeth, Pardoned him £157 13-1/2, in account of his great bankruptcy, as also for his
faithful service to the Queen for
long time continued being her most ancient
Counsellor in that Kingdom. Rolls
1595 See title Henry Usher Harris's War

1627 Stewarts Arnaight 263 x 3. See also his last

Deed of the tenant of the mendsy of the armer who

Died 1627 R. 70.48

Promotibly Bury Seek 24 June 1595 Bells

1595 The Queen presents many sympathy to Drumn.

carr in this Diocese as did also James, Isaac

Smer to the R. of Kinnone in 1604 & Mr.

Smer to the R. of Ashendye & Williamson

Cornwall to the R. of Agardey of Cornwall

In same year Robert Maxwell & Dr. Smerly

Arnaught in 1610 & James Mackett to the R.

of Arnaught in 1617

In 1605 a Ms E 7.19 entitled "Vitae of

the descendants of Henry Usher of Ballymoy

George Usher 17th Nov 1790 (24)

1602 Important Plats document signed by his

Grace Lynch's Legal Institutions 352-3

1603 In Pyne's Survey of this year the

See lands were calculated as 2,400 acres

on which occasion in the allotment of the

Plantation 720 were set apart for the

maintenance of a free school

1604 In this Paper Thomas Hume Usher to R.

Kinnone by licence of Harris's Rot Pat 2

Jr. in C. 47 as he did Robert Maxwell of the

Kinnone in 1610 Id & Just. No. 5 the latter

Gave a large grant of land in Arnaught

Cn in 1612 Rot Pat 10.9.1 in C. 47 No. 22

1609 Concert or how into alias Rot pat

5 James 1 in C. 47 No. 414

Dr. Mrs. Dean of Arnaught deceased No. 68 in 1688
1611. The Primate Usher had a grant to
hold his seigneuries of the manor of Don
maroney and townslands in Roscommon.
He held these seigneuries, etc.
He had also a grant of these lands to be held by the
right tenures. Rot Pat 9 James I. ch. Can
 Hib No. 7.

There is a full note of this grant.

The Primate claims in support to lands
in the Pyrm (Pyrim's) Survey in Hibern. vi. p 34

1612 lands in the territory of Donegore
were created with the manor of Maxwell
with 300 acres in demand granted to
the Dean of Armagh & his successors for ever.
With permission to hold court & hear the
Town of Donegore. Erks Excel. Reg. 9 Nov
1612 Establishment of the Office of Clerk
Rot Pat 9 Just. No. 69

1612 confirmation by the Primate. Rot Pat 16 Ji.
in CH No. 105, 106, 107

It may be noted that on July 25th 1649 the
William of Derrynane & histenant into the
recognition for the payment of several
sums of money to the 3 heirs of Henry
Caher of Prinotre.

Royal grant to the Dean of Armagh 36 Edw. 1178
1613 The Inquisition for Tyrone publish
ed by the Record Commissioners in the
Ultonia Inquisitions contains much un-
important matter relating to Armagh.
Diocese at this time


1690 This Promiss executed an Fer Sen.

A copy of Promiss Newcastle Visitation

A copy of George is preserved in Marquis Lib.

VIII. 322 also Peirs' Presbyterian Church. 4 25 2

2

During Dr. Newcastle's Brevintum a Handsome
Palace was built at Drogheda for the
Presbyter, which first at Brown was
repaired and enlarged. I. Altan's Drogheda
1622 Royal letter Directed to from (written by)
Rym
Foord. XVII 358 another in 1623 Id. 5 31

1622 In Oct. is a Manuscript in El. 36. entitiled
State of Ulster in 1622 which gives very full
accounts of the Insurrections of Armagh of
the various Parishes in the Diocese.

The Return of 1622 will also be seen.
1624 Sir Thomas James Usher Harris

For 384 years and 24 days, she was a school teacher in the Church of Scotland. Her contributions to education were significant, and she is remembered for her dedication to the profession.

Parliamentary Papers, 1834-7, 1837-8. Her work was very important for the success of the parliamentary reforms.

In my Usher family collection, an important document is found. It refers to the Ushers of Armathwaite, who are mentioned in the genealogy of the family.

The Netherley, with its extensive library, was a center of culture and learning. It housed a large collection of books, including many rare and valuable volumes.

The College of the Vicars Choral was established in 1628. The Vicars Choral were a group of canons who were responsible for the cathedral and its chapels.

1632 This Primate had an important royal license to acquire the surrender of the estate, a re-emerging name for the term of rents. Rolls 8 Cas. 1.

I have full notes of the grant.
Amont the very valuable Manuscripts at Lambeth is one entitled "A large full account of the improvements of Bishoprics and Church Living within the Diocese of Armagh since 1632. The inclosed sheet contains the register of Bishoprics of Armagh by Dr. Bramhall Bishop of Derry."

1633 Proposals taken in the year and to be pursued concerning the purchase of the Branch enclosure at the grant of £1500. Sept 1633 in Rolls Office.

I have full writs hereof.

1633 See and note the Royal Instructions of the year.

1634 An important Act relative to the Archbishop's Living issues was passed. 10. Charles 1. Sess. 3. Note also Erskine's Eccles. Reg. p. 7. immediately after which a variety of Bishoprics of which at the results see Harris's Ware II, 119, 120.

1635 Grant of the Vicars Choral Lewis Top Dice.
1637 August 4 Primate Usher had 400000 acres of land in M. Tyrone to him & his successor.

In fac. 5 is a MS in 21 vols. entitled "Ancestry of the family of Usher" the Primate.


1640 special authority to Lord Strafford to settle the authority thereon of the Bishops of Ireland.

Rym. Ead. xx. 444.
1641 Le xi. Rviii 17.
In the time of this present Diocese, the following People
Presentations took Place. In 1624 Thomas
Brannan, d. to the Rey. of Achnaw. Bartholomew
Rose, d. to the Rey. of Drummanmagh. Robert Sce
Rose, d. to the Rey. of Drummanmagh. Robert Bell
Maxwell, d. to the Rey. of Achnaw. John Wat
George Munro, d. to Drumdream (by deposition).
Gregor d. to the Rey. of Kilmallie. Conlan
Robert Faithful d. to the Rey. of Disdorame.
Robert Fauteul d. to the Rey. of Disdorame.
Duncan Macleod, d. to the Rey. of Disdorame.
Donald Gillie, d. to the Rey. of Disdorame. In
1626 John Macleod, d. to the Chantership. Mina
1629 David Watson, d. to the Chantership. Mina
1629 Thomas Lune, d. to the Rey. of Dundane. A
1629 Thomas Lune, d. to the Chantership. Mina
1660 John Gemmell Harris

440 Wilson's AT School 777

Examine for the Primate Stuart's Arms.
376 in Mason's St. Patrick's 192 16, Leland's Ireland
121 174 - 5, 407 Nicholson's Hist. Lib. 122 Lloyd's
Concerning his preaching at Brussels in 1646 after
Thus Bury. 4 — Thursday 5 6 1645
In 1651 he had a grant of Lands in Earl's Pope
Roll 13 Cav. 1. in Care Lib.
1662. An important grant appears to the Primacy, 580 proclamation. See Irish Com.
Journals, 11. 94. June 10. 2. See the Act of the Ir.
Lords' to June 17. 304 13. 315.

At this time it appears the Lord Brounala
ought to obtain from the Crown a grant
of lands which the King thought he was
to send to allot to the Adventurers but
which the Metropolitan contested over.
always therefore Church lands. See
Orrery's State Letters i. 107.
In 1635, he had been presented to the Rectory of Kilmore, Ballyboy in the Diocese of Kilmore. Ballyboy 11 Cary 1. p. 3. In 1639, Dec. 7, he was prebendary of Armagh and called to the Deanery of Armagh. He held the office of first prebendary with a prebendary granted to him in 1654. He proceeded to hold his prebendals there.
1675. Seal was Michael Boyle. Harriss

War 130.1

Purchased for his promotion. 21 Jan 2nd. salute
27 October 1675.
Amongst my Boyle Family Collection are some to Stewarts Armagh 359, 340 d. 456 Masons St. Patrick. 37, 188-6 Orrery's State Letters Irish Commons Journal Vol 12 2 Ind L. Ireland's Ireland iii. 508, 511, 532 &c. D'Alton's Arch Bishops of Dublin 280 2 also, musique 9758 0. 11 p. 254

1679 April he was appointed Lord Almoner with a salary of 100 English Pct 31 Car 2. 2d part in Case H1b

1680 See Smyth's Exact Off of Ireland p. 36

1689 King James's Athanasian plundered Primrose Boyle's goods 2 furniture at Clonmel to the amount of 10, 058 2 killed all his deer in his park last week of 9th Oliver Plunket 1641 1692
1691 Letters of much interest concerning the disputed Bills will be found in "Hartkii's
Repository" MS T. B. D. Vol 8. No. Delxxi,
Delxxvi, Delxxii

1696 to Prime Minister Henry Temple 20th V
3. 3. 17

1702 see t. Mapes, "The county of this Prelate I'd
Winn 13". The also to this Prelate I'd
Mar. 290 A. and D'Alton's Arch Bishops of Dublin 290 A.
many "Mark" Names, Conjectures, and Notes,
mistakenly applicable to this Prelate, viz.
Stuart's Armagh 391 164, 521, 475. Mason's St. Pac.
Nicks 11-3. Anderson's Ancient Irish 78, 106, 158
Orrery State Letters i. 197-

Written 29th April 1703
1703. August 10th. Letter to the Bishop of Limerick requesting an interview at the Royal Office to discuss the important steps of the late riot in the city.

The Curate of this Diocese was ordered to attend the committee of grievances, at Convocation. MSS Coll Lib. F.3.14.


Bishop Marshall and Doctor Boy Bishop of Waterford are said to have refused to come to their church lands at an under-valuation. “Proceed the good of the church and all the improvement. The many to their own advantage, and the many to the church’s advantage.” The money to another foundation; they have made to encourage learning, promote justice, and encourage learning. A promote justice are encouraged learning to promote justice are encouraged learning.

123 - 4

In this Primate’s time occurred the following:

- The Primate of Cashel and Ross, Bishop of Cloyne, with the Bishopric of Waterford, at and an ornament to the See of Cashel and Raphooclone.
- The Bishopric of Cashel and Ross.
- The Bishopric of Waterford.
- The Bishopric of Cloyne.

See temp. Thomas Lindsay Har.
ris's Wave Blae. Stuart's Armagh 1394 de
Mason's 3° Patrick's p. 215. Lewis's Top Dict Armagh
See 'Ch. 4

There are some inaccuracies in Waris's dates of this Privy. The Charter of 1720 was
of the Aug. 9, 1723 as in Rolle's Office & the
endowment made for his工程项目 last
was limited to the value of £200 per annum.

In the Prime of his Primrose occurred the
following: Present:
1721 Richard Daniel & the Dean of Armagh
1722 Arthur Bruce & R & W. & Allen
1723 Daniel to the R &
D. of Armagh
1724 & 1733: He was converted to Roman Catholicism. By 1733, he was a Prelate in the Church of England. His conversion is detailed in Wilson's Merchant Tailors' School, p. 978, 1061.


397: An article in Wilson's MT. School, 983 & 1052, 1060.

For further information on the character of Boulter, see the following sources:

1933, p. 127: See also Wilson's Merchant Tailors' School, 1029, 1030.
Account of the Union Dioceses of other
populations of parishes in the Dioceses
from 1730 down are preserved in the
State Paper Room Council Office and to
a certain extent copied into the Liber
Munificent Hiberniae

In this time occurred the following Royal
Promotions within the Diocese in 1727
Revd Daniel to the R d V of Armapagh
In 1731 John Brendan to the
Armapagh In 1734 John Mccomb to the
Armapagh In 1735 John Brendan to the
Revd of Drimnagh In 1736 James Head
Revd to the Armapagh In 1737 Edward Mull
Revd to the Drimnagh In 1738 John
Dunleary Monasterboice & Dunleary
of Dunleary

1738 the
Patriarch of the authority of the Primate to
appoint a Deputy Synagogue
of the Revenues

Benedict Pynrite requested funds for building
in 4 acres of land in Armapagh
for the reception of 50 poor mourn.
At
some with 50 poor mourn.

Benedict Pynrite requested funds for building
in 4 acres of land in Armapagh
for the reception of 50 poor mourn.
At
some with 50 poor mourn.

Benedict Pynrite requested funds for building
in 4 acres of land in Armapagh
for the reception of 50 poor mourn.
At
some with 50 poor mourn.

Benedict Pynrite requested funds for building
in 4 acres of land in Armapagh
for the reception of 50 poor mourn.
At
some with 50 poor mourn.

Benedict Pynrite requested funds for building
in 4 acres of land in Armapagh
for the reception of 50 poor mourn.
At
some with 50 poor mourn.

Benedict Pynrite requested funds for building
in 4 acres of land in Armapagh
for the reception of 50 poor mourn.
At
some with 50 poor mourn.

Benedict Pynrite requested funds for building
in 4 acres of land in Armapagh
for the reception of 50 poor mourn.
At
some with 50 poor mourn.

Benedict Pynrite requested funds for building
in 4 acres of land in Armapagh
for the reception of 50 poor mourn.
At
some with 50 poor mourn.

Benedict Pynrite requested funds for building
in 4 acres of land in Armapagh
for the reception of 50 poor mourn.
At
some with 50 poor mourn.
D’Alton’s Drogheda V1. 59x60. He also gave £1000

towards making the Blue Coat Hospital Dublin a
like sum for a market house in Armagh & 2.000 & Christ Church College Oxford. £1500 towards rebuilding Magdalen College &c.

He died at London 29 Sept 1742 after an ill

spell of but two days & was buried in West

minster Abbey.

I have a Copy of the Inscription on

his Monument:

Bills for regulating his Bishops see in Canon from Do

Bill’s 1109 & the Act 1753.

1742 he was sent John Mooreley He publish

some books of other works.

Note from Stuarts Armaqgh p. 330 & D’Alton’s


Dublin 768.

He was translated from Dublin to this see by

letters Patent dated 28th 1742. He went to

Lord Almonstro. 47th Dec following. He
died 19 July 1746 and was buried the

next day at Tullaght. His Lady died 1772.

June 1744.
In 1745 Dr. Philip Browdor was advanced to the
Rectory of Lenthe as was Robert Stewart to
the same benefice in 1746; Robert Shuster
to the Rectory of Dromlea and Drumchilkern,
Dr. Thomas Coates to the Chair of Aden
and James Dye to the Chair of Maryhart.

1746 See Tempe; George Steng an active part
acting in the political events of the time

Consult Stuart's Armagh 437 in Campbells
Survey South of Ireland 532 in D'Alton's
Co. Dublin 548

He was translated from Derry to this See by
letter Patent dated March 13th 1746. He
death in London, 10th Dec 1764. It was
buried in Westminster Abbey.

1747. He was present with the freedom of the
City of Dublin in a gold coat. Died 2nd May 1767.
1753 Nov to Mr. Pettinger ye 2d. Place for a 2d. Fee 300 l. from Colman, W. D. concerning his children in Tyrone in Lords Jan. V. 4. 1753.

1755 By Act of Parliament the residue of
Promitt Boulton's effects after discharge
his debt & legacies over, to the amount of
£30,000 vested in Trustees & in the ensuing
years if most trust with power to place
it not at interest when Government can
or will pay security for the increase of
such exaggerated interest, the maintenance
of such cashiers in monies whose mean
weight at New to be under £60 per ann.

Erck's Excel. Reg. 11.
1754 He was desirous to preach at Christ Church on the 29th Nov. Being a day appointed for General Thanksgiving & erected. There he &
Sir Wm. Bligh, Bt. Lords' Journals U. L 160-3 This precedent
was relative to the Wiltshire charter 1683, 215,

In the time of Dr. Steele occurred these Bay
nal Presentations within the Diocese in
1754 Mr. Henry Cope to the Deanery of St.

memoirs of Hotham's men with the

George of Port
1765 See Bishop Richard Robinson

Consult Mason's St. Patrick's 20. Stuart's Armagh

Adams, 15th May 1520. Anthology Hib U. I. p. 18 & Lewis
Top Dict Armagh See vol 4

Of his translation from Vedere (Ivy Ir. Lords
Journals V. 341, 342

1760 See Irish Commons Journals viii. 344, 345

1770 Primus Robinson wrote the Scriptural
Palace All Armagh Erck. p. 11
1772 His proceedings relative to Dr. Stearn's claims to the 4th Lords' Journ. IV. 1627

1773 Brinade Robinson was enabled by Act of Parliament 13 & 14 Geo. 3. 120 to settle a public library & to appropriate a tract of lands near the City of Brinade.

1774. Proceedings for establishing national library. In 4th June 1st & 2d Journ. 278. 7th 1st & 2d Journ. IV. 915.

1775 His Brinade with the Bishop of Meath granted the Rev'd. Dr. Hopk. Venables granted Drogheda to the Venues in succession. Mary Drogheda to its present inhabitants. In 1778 he and see Daltons Drogheda. In 1778 he and Dean Hamilton negotiated lands at Derryrail. Dean Hamilton adopted lands at Derryrail. Dean Hamilton agreed lands at Derryrail.

1776 Proceedings relative to the claims of Robert H. to the estate of Bulman. In the Lords' Journ. IV. 828.

1780 Proceedings relative to the claims of George Vaughan to the estate of Bulman. In the Lords' Journ. IV. 217 as he did in 1782 against committing the Deposition. Bill 1st 321.
1792 The church lands of this Archbishopsric were then stated to
In the C. Armagh 476,850 acres
Tedbury 25,000
Corrigan 162,500
Lenth 108,900
Lentz 1,300
Total 468,530.

1792 See Irish ornaments Journals C. xv. 42. exxix.

Promade Robinson levyed 1/2 1000 to
the Master of the first needs to lend
to the clergy on certain conditions. See
Erick's Excel! Res 11.
1796. This Primate in a Recurse Imputes of D. & S. res
against the Present St. of D. & S. res and the right of presentation to the
Parish Church of Doneg. See First Ed
Reg. II.
1800 See Temple William Stewart Stuarts

Armagh 467

I'm not certain in this name the following reference may apply here. Stuarts Armagh
412-7, 4161 in 577.

He appears to have attended absent or declined voting in the Union Repeal 1847.

IV. Lords Town U.S.
1807 Ecclesiastical Report to Parliament as to the State of His Diocese & Parishes, churches incumbent & income with that of 1820 and the return of unions. A similar statistics published in Early ChurchAnnals 1831 VII and III, since this noted.
1824. Names of members of all the parishes
in the district with particular reference to
with the number of acres of church land in the
respective parishes, their quality &c.
1828 List of Particulars of Curates in this Diocese &c &c &c &c &c Early Papers 1828 U. xxii p. 84

1833 Sec. Parliamentary Papers 1787 1816 1817 1818
Succession of Roman Catholic Primate from the Period of the Reformation

1554 Robert Marshally Lewis Top Doyt Armagh

This was a Scotsman never had popish
of hi. Sce 2 died on the 16th Nov. 1557 1 W
Richard Tracey

"Reminiscence of Tracey family. Ref. reference to Stuart's Armagh 249 & 269."

He was confirmed 17 March at Rome 1722/3. Died in the Octo of 1758. Bro. Dandell was told in the Augst of 1758 of the death of David M. of Armagh as Augst 1758. Died in Augst 1758.

1598 Robert M. Hunter

Stuart's Armagh

2622 5903

David M. was appointed to the Deanery of Armagh. See Oct 6th 1608. Nov 3rd 15.
1625 Peter Lombard

Bd. Nicholson’s Hist. Lab. 26 – Wares Writers – O Co-
nor’s Hist. Address Pl.1 p91-2 Stuart’s Armagh
271-2 Lewis Top Dict. Armagh see Col.4

1817 Hugh M. Cooperwell OS to Stuart’s
Armagh 272-3 Wares Writers 103-4 Lewis
Top Dict. Armagh see Col.4

1831 Patrick Fleming Stuart’s Armagh 353

The great accumulation of records under name
as before alleged to preclude present search
but see ante other states at Dr Fleming of
1404 some of these may better apply here
1642 Copy Rymer’s Fed. XX. 537

1649 Hugh O'Reilly translated from Derry.

1645 He was translated one of the Spiritual Judges in
the New English city, Walsh’s Remembrance, 1649. In
my numerous O'Reilly, notice the folowing
in my numerous App. Fair, Prelate or to Some
may probably apply. Fair, Prelate or to Some
of that name. In the subsequent Remonstrant’s De Brev.
Hib. D. 429 End. 1d Supp. 219. Stuart's Armagh
233, 252, 268, 353 & 369, 370, 406-8-9, 577

1659 Primate O'Reilly was at the Meeting at Jamestown
Copy Walsh’s Remonster, where 99, &c. It was read as
first Meeting in 1649.

Reilly
Edmun I. D. Died in 1649

Note from Ireland’s Ireland VIII 177, 177, Stuart’s
Armagh 337

Indents particular of “Primate O'Reilly” then
at Primo Sel., Kennett’s Register at 1661—
1663 See of his acts Walsh’s Remonstrance 694-5
& others of his Prismatic Id.
SIR,—For the information of "S. M.," Wolverhampton, I take leave to say, that the martyred Primate of Ireland, Oliver Plunkett, was born at Loughcrew, county Meath—it is supposed in the year of 1631. He was descended from one of the most ancient and illustrious families in Ireland. The Loughcrew House of Plunkett was a collateral branch of the Fingal and Dunsany family. His family were despoiled of their property in the uprise of 1641. From his earliest youth, he was remarkable for the purity of his morals, and the excellence of his understanding. Obliged to seek in a foreign land knowledge which was denied him at home, he left Ireland in 1649, the year of Cromwell's arrival. He studied in the Irish Ludovisian College, at Rome, where he distinguished himself in every department of science; and having taken out his degrees as Doctor in Divinity, he was appointed public Professor of Theology, in the College of the Propaganda, which important office he filled for twelve years. In the year 1669, the Church of Ireland was without a Primatial director—the Primate, Edmond O'Reilly, having died at Louvain, a persecuted exile; in fact, all her Bishops, with one or two exceptions, were after receiving the martyr's crown, or were in exile. There was only one Bishop, Patrick Plunkett, the Bishop of Ardagh (afterwards translated into Meath), capable of doing duty. Several candidates were nominated by different sections of the Irish clergy, and by persons at Rome, for the high and important office; but the Holy Father, Clement IX., at length exclaimed—"Why are we discussing uncertainties, when certainty is before our eyes? Behold in this city of Rome itself, Oliver Plunkett, a man of experience, tried virtue, and consumate learning—Him, by my apostolic authority, I appoint Archbishop of Armagh, and Primate of Ireland." The precise time that Doctor Plunkett landed in Ireland is clouded in uncertainty, from the dreadful persecution that then raged against the Church; but we find him in the year 1671, accompanied by Patrick Plunkett, the Bishop of Meath, Oliver Dease, Vicar-General of same diocese, and Thomas Fitzimons, V.G., of Kilmore, making a tour of all the dioceses of Ireland. That he was a rigid disciplinarian is certain—thoroughly examining on the spot the allegations of all parties, firmly deciding in favour of the aggrieved, and temperately rebuking the wrong-doer. He was the last illustrious martyr to that miserable fiction, the "Popish Plot." Three priests, whom the Primate suspended, for grossly immoral conduct, with several Tories (robbers) brought over from Ireland, were the subpoenaed witnesses who falsely swore his life away. The horrid, but glorious tragedy of his execution took place at Tyburn, on the 1st July, 1681, in the reign of Charles II. Should "S. M." wish a more detailed account of the life, trial, and martyrdom of this illustrious Irishman, I respectfully refer him to "Duffy's Catholic Magazine," of 1848.—Yours,

T. S.
C., Manchester.—Oliver Plunkett was educated at the Irish College in Rome, and was selected in 1657, as one of the divines of the Congregation of the Propaganda. On the death of the Lord Primate (O'Reilly), in the year 1669, he was appointed to the Primatial Chair of Armagh, by Clement IX. Dr. Plunkett was a man of considerable ability, and a great theologian. There still exists an Irish ode, written by him on the altered fortunes of the Royal Hill of Tara. On his arrival in Ireland from Rome, as Primate, the Protestant authorities of that day at once perceived that they had to deal with a great and uncompromising spirit, whom no persecution could drive from the sacred path which his duty, as successor of St. Patrick, called on him to perform; they, therefore, plotted his destruction. That he was a true Irishman, and a heroic Apostle of the ancient Faith, is sufficiently attested by his death, which shall be remembered long by the Irish Catholic, as one of the most sanguinary "legal murders" that ever the Protestant Government of England perpetrated. In the December of 1679, Dr. Plunkett was arrested and committed to prison in Dublin, on informations sworn against him by two persons, named MacMoyar and Duffy, men of abandoned character. In October, 1680, after suffering ten months' imprisonment, he was removed to London, where he spent seven months in a dungeon, and, after repeated postponements, he was put on his trial, on the 8th of June, 1681, on an alleged charge of treason, on which occasion he was treated with every indignity that could be offered to the lowest criminal. The prosecution was conducted by Sergeant Jefferys, whose conduct towards the Primate during this trial was in perfect keeping with his antecedents as a Crown prosecutor. The jury, as a matter of course, returned a verdict of guilty. The venerable prelate, at this announcement, exclaimed, "Deo gratias." The Earl of Essex interfered, on his behalf, with Charles II., assuring that monarch that, to his own knowledge, the charges against Dr. Plunkett were all false. But the appeal for mercy was made in vain. On Friday, the 1st of July, 1681, Oliver Plunkett, Lord Archbishop of Armagh and Primate of all Ireland, was executed on Tyburn Tree, near London. At the scaffold, surrounded by the enemies of his creed and humanity, the demeanour of this martyred prelate was worthy of his high ecclesiastical rank and great piety. In four years after, his body was removed from St. Giles's Church, London, to France, where a tomb, worthy of such a martyr, was erected to his memory. His head has been preserved, and is at present in a silver case in a Convent at Drogheada. One of the witnesses against him, in a few years after his execution, made a confession, to the effect that all he had sworn against the Primate was false, and that he was hired to do so. This man's conscience smote him so horribly that he became an idiot.
Dr. Oliver Plunket martyred at Dublin 13 July 1681

Of this Petition see D’Alton’s Drogheda as
ordained in the references in the Index

See Dr. Plunket Ireland Ireland iii 497–Anth.
Hib i. 442 & De Burgo. Ind. Trans 16. Coll. p. ccxix,
Suant A. Armagh 358 &c 402, 621. Ireland Ireland
U. 3 –

Of many references on the Maguire family, in the following may refer to him De Burgh.

Hib Dom Ind - Stuarit's Armagh 399 o. 369, 588.
1691 Of the Rt. Rev. Bish. Dr Clarks Corne
Judience VII lett cVII

1737 Hugh McMahon died 1737

Of my collections in this manuscript, I can here only refer
For this individual to O'Conor Roe Ed. Script. VIII pVII
Ired. Ant. Irel. 65 & 79, Stuarts Armagh 402 x,
Stuarts Armagh 402 x,
See also Lewis's Top. Diet. Armagh 8 & 9, 124 & 5

1737 Bernard McMahen, Stuarts Armagh

1737
Michael O'Reilly
Stuart's Armagh, 1667

Sec. ante at 1680

This Blake died about 1738

Anthony Blake
512 a Indias
See of him De Burg. Hib Dom. - Stuart's Armagh 407 in
1752 Richard O'Reilly d. 31st June 1818
Stuart's Armagh 408 in Catholicum Vol. 358

Should be inserted here

Patrick Cushn. 4th 21st July 1832

55 of this Volume. 4th. Volume for 1832. August
55 p. 119
1835  [Signature]  Oct 13th  gen 1835  

Catholic V. 36-7  

And  

1835  [Signature]  fully translated from Dean  

[Signature] to the University  

See the Catholic Librarian No. 22 & 23